Join us for an afternoon of

pRUACHp
The RUACH program is pleased to announce its upcoming calendar of events for the month of September.
All programs at YINR will begin with a lunch at 12:30 pm followed by the event at 1:15 pm.
Please join us. We look forward to seeing all of you.

SEPTEMBER 4, 2019

SEPTEMBER 11, 2019

“What will they say about
you when you are gone?”
Creating a Life of Legacy

“The Story of an Underground —
The Resistance of the Jews of Kovno
in the Second World War”

Book Talk by Rabbi Daniel Cohen
Congregation Agudath Sholom, Stamford, CT,
Largest Orthodox Congregation in New England

Book Talk by Robert Geffen

T

here’s not one person alive who hasn’t confronted their
own mortality. But how do we lead our lives with a sense
of urgency every day? How do we develop the courage to
make choices not based on pressure but on principle? In his
new book Rabbi Daniel Cohen will help you tap into the best
version of yourself. Through storytelling, practical exercises,
and profound wisdom, he will teach you seven transformative
principles so you can live life with purpose and passion and
more closely align yourself with the person you aspire to be.

T

his important book, originally published in Hebrew
in 1962, provides the first academic account of Jewish
resistance to the Nazis. The authors, Dov Levin and Zvie
Brown, members of the Kovno underground, escaped
the Kovno ghetto to fight as partisans. Robert Geffen,
who initiated the English translation of the book, will
speak about what the book teaches us today, telling this
remarkable story of a small group of young people who
acted to survive in impossible and terrible circumstances.

SEPTEMBER 18, 2019

SEPTEMBER 25, 2019

“To Jerusalem by Train — 1893 to 2019”

The Jonathan Pollard Case:
Miscarriage of Justice? Maybe Not...

Presentation by Dr. Morris Stampfer

D

r. Morris Stampfer will speak about the history of
railroads in Palestine and Israel, starting with the
first route from Jaffa to Jerusalem that opened in 1893,
and continuing to the present. The story begins with
early lines during Turkish rule, expansion in the British
Mandate period, and modernization and continuing
expansion since Independence in 1948.

Presentation by Aytan Adler

L

earn more about America’s most controversial
Jewish prisoner.

YINR MEMBERS: No charge / NON-MEMBERS: $10

RSVP: Vera Koppel at southernmansions@aol.com

